New CATALOGUES now available:

- Elevator Buckets
- Forged Chains
- Electronics

Order
your copy
now
4b4b-uk@go4b.com

PRODUCT NEWS: RLI “Shaker”
The RLI “Shaker” rotary paddle switch is used to detect high / low levels of bulk granular solids in bins, tanks
and silos. It can also be used to detect plug conditions in spouts, where long life and failsafe detection is
required.
Utilizing a unique stepper motor drive, the RLI “Shaker” rotates clockwise, then counter-clockwise and then
shakes to shed any excess material build up. If the paddle rotation is impeded at any time by the bulk material
then the electronic circuit provides a signal for level indication or control.

Approved for
hazardous areas

The RLI “Shaker” uses fewer mechanical parts compared with
standard rotary level indicators. No gearbox or clutch is
required as the stepper motor drive is directly coupled to the
output shaft and is practically indestructible and cannot be
damaged by forced or backwards rotation. Also, an adjustable
torque control allows one unit to cover many different
densities of material, and provides easy on site calibration
without having to change paddles.

Visit 4B’s website

www.go4b.com

Choosing the Right
Hazard Monitoring System
When 4B introduced their Watchdog Elite bucket elevator monitoring
system in the early 1980’s, we were the first on the market to offer a
system that could monitor a complete bucket elevator or conveyor
system. No more need to monitor different hazards separately. Taking the hassle out of hazard monitoring, the Watchdog Elite has
quickly established itself as the industry reference in hazard
monitoring.
Today, there are a number of systems on the market, and customers
may find it more difficult to establish which system is best for them.
When you add up all the additional costs of adding sensors and
servicing the system, then this decision becomes even more
complicated. And when you consider the cost of the potential
downtime and even damage, then it is absolutely crucial to get this
decision right!
So what should customers look out for when selecting a system to
monitor their bucket elevators and conveyors?

Firstly, scalability:
Make sure that the system is able to grow with your operations. You might just want to monitor one elevator, for a start,
but what happens if you want to monitor an additional elevator, or if you want to add more sensors to the monitoring
system?
Secondly, sensor options and interfaces:
What hazards is the system able to monitor? Belt and pulley misalignment? Underspeed & Overspeed? Belt slippage?
Blocked chute condition? Bearing temperature? – And what is the choice of compatible sensors? Do you have to use the
supplier’s range of sensors, and are they up for the job? Does it have a communication interface, to be connected to a
PLC or PC?
Thirdly, user friendliness and support:
How easy is the system to use for the people who have to operate it? Is there an in-built test and diagnostic function?
And how are potential hazards displayed and identified? Is there a well-documented instruction manual available? Does
the supplier offer a commissioning service? And what level of support can you expect, if there is a problem?
Fourthly, compliance:
Does the system have the necessary hazardous area approvals for the region where it is to be used: ATEX for Europe,
CSA for North America & Canada and IECEx for the rest of the world?

At 4B, 25 years of experience have shown that there is no “one size fits all” hazard monitoring system. The
4B approach to product development is very much bottom-up through discussions with the end-user upwards,
rather than sales-driven.
And it is this industry driven approach to product development that has led the engineering team to develop 2
distinctive multi-function hazard monitoring systems, each of them well researched and tested and using the
same high quality components, but different in the variety of sensor options and the scope of the applications
they can cover.
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T500 Elite

Watchdog Elite

Bearing temperature

9
(continuous)
max. 256 sensors*

9
(continuous)
max. 6 sensors

Belt speed

9
(continuous)
max. 256 sensors*

9
(continuous)
max. 1 sensor

Belt alignment

9
max. 256 sensors*

9
max. 4 sensors
(Touchswitch)

9

9

RS485
API

RS485
API

Test function

9

9

Alarm &
shutdown function

9

9

Logging & trending
software

9

9

Applications

Multiple elevators &
conveyors;
remote monitoring
across site

Several elevators &
conveyors

Certifications

ATEX
CSA
IECEx

ATEX
CSA
IECEx

The T500 Elite Hotbus System
This is 4B’s top of the range system, able to monitor
entire plants where the bucket elevators and
conveyors being monitored are spread out across
large distances. A multi-function hazard monitor, it
can monitor belt speed/alignment, bearing
temperature, pulley alignment and plug condition. It
has been designed as a serial communication
system, to monitor up to 256 sensors, with a scan
time of only 4 seconds! With automatic machine
shutdown capability and PLC / PC compatibility, this
advanced microprocessor based system offers low
cost installation, versatility and easy system
expansion. Logging and trending software is also
available for historic data analysis and preventative
and predictive machine maintenance.
It is ATEX, CSA and IECEx certified.

The Watchdog Elite System
A well proven multi-functional hazard monitor for
bucket elevators and conveyors, the Watchdog Elite
has recently been relaunched with continuous
bearing temperature monitoring.
The Watchdog Elite allows complete monitoring of
multiple hazards in a bucket elevator or conveyor,
including belt and pulley alignment (top and bottom),
bearing temperature, belt speed and blocked chute
conditions.
The Watchdog Elite system uses a range of
compatible sensors to monitor different hazards, such
as the belt misalignment sensors "Touchswitch",
BAP2" and WDA3", the WDB bearing temperature
sensors and the "Binswitch" capacitive sensor.
An LCD screen displays elevator status messages
(available in four different languages) and a superbright LED screen displays belt speed. RS485
communication is also available for connection to
plant computers / PLCs. Calibration and parameter
adjustment are all menu-driven and kept simple.
The system is ATEX, CSA and IECEx certified.

Plugged condition

Communication
interfaces

* total number of sensors, all sensors combined

4B has an extensive range of CSA / ATEX / IECEx approved sensors that work with these control units, including
bearing temperature sensors, speed sensors, misalignment switches, level indicators and choke switches. The
range is constantly evolving to offer customers the best technical standard.
4B’s technical team can recommend the ideal combination of sensors and monitoring systems to suit their
customers’ requirements and budget. They can also offer a scalable solution starting with carefully chosen
equipment and systems that can be expanded at a later date to encompass other machines in the plant.
4B also offers a commissioning service as well as a competent after-sales technical service to help customers
overcome any technical problems with their monitoring equipment.

4b-uk@go4b.com
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NEW PRODUCT:
Atlas AM Elevator Bucket
The new heavy duty Atlas AM Nyrim bucket is made of
antistatic material and has excellent surface resistivity
dissipating properties, making it ideal for ATEX
applications. The bucket’s non-stick properties are
enhanced by its smooth surface finish and open design.
The Atlas AM is a very tough, long life elevator bucket
with ultra heavy duty design and construction; the
material makes this bucket up to 6 times stronger than
other industrial elevator buckets.
A very versatile elevator bucket, the Atlas AM is suitable
for heavy industrial applications as well as grain and
sticky materials.

New 4B
subsidiary
in Australia
We are proud to announce that we have just created a new
operation especially for the Australian market. 4B Australia Pty
Ltd, located in Brisbane, was officially incorporated on 1st
December 2010 and is now fully operational, under the leadership
of Managing Director Paul Dennis, former Product Development
Manager at Fenner Dunlop Conveyor Services.
4B Australia has been created owing to the importance of the region in
4B’s growth plans. 4B Braime has been serving customers in the area
for many years, and 4B components have become an integral part of
many processing facilities.
With its local presence in Australia, 4B Braime is aiming to provide a
first class technical support and after sales service to its local customer
base, a service which we feel is vital, particularly for our electronics
range.
4B Australia will be selling the complete range of 4B products, including
elevator buckets, belts and bolts, forged conveyor chain, and electronic
monitoring components

Paul Dennis
Managing Director,
4B Australia

After spending over twenty years in the
conveyor belt service and supply industry
and the last five specifically with bucket
elevator products. The decision for me to
help establish the 4B Braime Elevator
Components Ltd, Australian subsidiary was
easy.
The 4B range of products have been in the
Australian market for many years and are
highly respected. So I was more than
happy to accept the opportunity of being
part of a very successful business.
While there is a lot of hard work ahead with
setting up a new business. I am really
looking forward to getting out and meeting
our new and all of our existing customers in
the months ahead.
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